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any lingering notions that the settlement of the american
west happened according to a fixed pattern will not survive a read-
ing of dean mays new book by describing and comparing the
founding and development of three mid nineteenth century settle-
ments all quite different may presents a convincing portrait of
frontier diversity only when the communities reached their third
generation did the three places start to converge in their social life
and mores and in ways that may finds regrettable in their early
years however these settlements reveal how different frontiers
could be in this well researched and well written history may car-
ries to new and complex lengths the idea that western settlements
were more different than alike

dean may is professor of history at the university of utah and
has already authored many books and essays on the history of the
new deal on mormon history on historical demography and on
the history of the west this volume will further enhance his
scholarly reputation As a founder of the center for historical pop-
ulation studies at utah he pioneered in the use of manuscript cen-
sus sources and he employs them exhaustively here together
with tax and probate records newspapers business credit reports
and the somewhat elusive diaries and journals of individuals as
well as records of the settlements schools clubs churches and
other associations photographs of settlers and their homes add
flesh and blood to the written sources
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the three settlements may examines are sublimity oregon
about fifteen miles southeast of salem founded by people from
the upland south and ohio valley in the late 1840s alpine utah
an early 1850s mormon settlement fifteen miles north of provo

and middleton idaho initially the creation in the mid 1860s of
gold seekers who were in some sense escaping the civil war and
who quickly became profoundly agrarian and rural 9

each of the books seven chapters is truly comparative dis
cussingbussing all three communities with regard to some key aspect of
the settlement process chapter one focuses on the overland
migration and the land the settlers found at the end of it the chap-
ters descriptions are vivid may contrasts the communitarian
search of the mormonscormonsMormons the gold rush mentality of the middleton
people and the land seeking oregon craze that led people from
good midwestern land to even more and better land in the north-
west from their first days these places differed from each other
the middletoniansMiddletonians fixation on material wellbeingwell being would do as

much to shape their society as did the mormonscormonsMormons quest for com-
munity and the oregonians quest for family continuity 38 here
may opens up his major subtext or is it a supertextsupertext that sublim-
ity and alpine would eventually adopt much of the materialistic
individualism of middleton a shift which grieves him but that is

his ultimate story and lesson were frederick jackson turner to
know of this work he would object to the darkness of my percepmercep
tion of the outcome 7

different motives for settling led to the establishment of dif-
ferent towns as did the different backgrounds and demographic
shapes of the settlers chapter two describes these in detail sub
limityslim itys people were bound by strong southern kinship relation-
ships Alpines mormonscormons were two thirds english midlandersMidlanders
partially seared by

I1 the industrial revolution and eager to regainanzn

peace of mind and middletonsMiddletons settlers were adventurers enticed
by the lure of the boise basin gold strike of 1862 as well as

refugees from the turmoil of the divided families and traumatic bat-
tles of the civil war middleton initially had the bizarre sex ratio
and age structure very male and young common to mining booms
although these gradually became more normal may wonders
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whether the role and meaning of the family in the society
remainedremain ed the same 76

the demographic context appears in chapter three a com-
posite picture of the 667 towns that existed in the west in 1870

for context may contrasts sublimity alpine and middleton with
this composite many migrants who came to middleton to strike
gold soon turned to farming but they were already capitalists in
attitude and behavior compared to the settlers of sublimity and
alpine nearly half 280 of the towns of 1870 were founded in
the 1860s which were thus the formative decade for the rocky
mountain region settlement and population patterns were
barely evident in i8601860 but recognizably in place by 1870 93

may describes the westsbests in migration of the 1860s as young
male rootless and disrupted this is a new view of the regions
settlement and I1 am sure he is right my own numbers show that
the 1860s brought a sudden steep decline in the proportion of
young people to total population in many midwestern states deci-
sively ending the midwests frontier phase civil war casualties
account for surprisingly little of this drop most of these young
midwesterners migrated somewhere out of their home state it
appears from mays account that the middletonsMiddletons of the west
became the new homes of many of them

may believes that the civil war was responsible for this popu-
lation shift in a much broader sense than its battles because it
fractured families and social value systems the war killed its
legions but it uprooted many more the point is possibly more
asserted than firmly proved but it is very compelling and deserves
serious investigation both as to how the context of the civil war
abruptly drove young people from the midwest and why they cre-
ated places like middleton

the fourth chapter explores the strength of kin relations in
sublimity community in alpine and individualism in middleton
and includes a substantial section on the differing roles of women
in these towns chapters five six and seven deal with land inheri-
tance strongest in sublimity community institutions strongest
in alpine and a commercial individualistic outlook on land and
living strongest in middleton by the 1890s may finds the farms
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of sublimity had become smaller and alpinespinesalbinesAl larger more like
middletonsMiddle tons and the two had begun to resemble middleton in
other ways as well

at the start of the book may states that he is interested not
only in the comparative description of three western settlements
but also in how they might shed lightfighthight on the roots of what
tocquevilleTocqueville observed and robert bellah and christopher lasch
have recently discussed in widely read books americans
extreme individualism and lack of a sense of community obliga-

tion 6 may sees these three stories as revealing the meaning for
our time of the rural past within us 8 by the end of the book
the reader must agree that may has gone a long way to achieving
this aim bellah and lasch have lamented how americans have
become narcissistic and selfish obsessively devoted to material
wellbeingwell being incapable of the long view or the good of a
broader community 282 may concludes the founders of sub-
limity and alpine in their own ways fought that tide those of mid-
dleton swept it along 283285285283

seldom is monographic history presented as a morality tale
rarer stillstiffstinn has it also kept faithful to the evidence but may has
achieved both ends his tale is one of decline of the convergence
of the more edenic sublimity and alpine with the more worldly
middleton the evidence he amasses persuade us gently that he
may have a point however dismaying it is


